
THE SET UP

  

1. Summary   

Students compete for food using chopsticks and spoons as beaks to demonstrate the 

‘survival of the fittest’. Changes to the environment, prey’s habitat and genetic mutations 

are modeled and their effect on future populations is demonstrated through natural 

selection.

2. Context 

This experiment is a hands-on method of demonstrating evolution but can also be used as 

an introduction to genetics. The changing habitat of the prey in this experiment also invites 

discussions into adaptation.

  

3. Apparatus   

   •   5 pairs of chopsticks (any kind)

   •   10 teaspoons

   •   100ml beaker x 5

   •   Small conical flask

   •   Medium conical flask

   •   Large conical flask

   •   Variety of sweets

4. Preparation 

Ensure that it is possible to pick up the sweets with chopsticks and drop them in the 

beakers. When ‘evolving’ some beaks from chopsticks to spoons it could be effective to 

change the sweet type to something that cannot so easily picked up by the chopsticks, such 

as Smarties, as this can give the spoonbill a huge advantage.
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5. Safety 

   •   Chopsticks can be sharp and injure if used as a weapon.

   •   Glass beakers can break if the competition gets fierce.

   •   Monitor the behaviour of students during the experiment as they can get very excited.

THE DEMONSTRATION 

  

1. Procedure 

     •   Introduce the topic of evolution and natural selection – those best equipped to 

          survive will pass on their genes to the next generation and those not well equipped 

          to survive will die out. 

     •   Invite some students to compete for sweets using chopsticks as their beaks, and 

          explain that those who don’t manage to gather a total of four sweets will die out. 

     •   Invite the losers to appear as the result of a genetic mutation – with a spoon as a 

         beak.

     •   Change the prey to evolve into slippery hard sweets, such as Smarties, just to make 

          the fight for survival very one-sided.

     •   Ask the students to compete for their food again – demonstrating how much better 

         adapted the spoonbills now are.

     •   Change the habitat of the prey to live in conical flasks – impossible for the spoonbills 

          to eat from but giving the chopsticks a sudden advantage.

     •   Conclude by inviting the class to discuss how certain other animals are well adapted 

          to catch their prey and survive in their habitats.

2. Suggested Script Ideas

“About 150 years ago two men, Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace, presented a theory that 

shocked the world on the theory of evolution, involving species changing over time and the 

process that drives that called natural selection, or survival of the fittest.

We are going to model this today to show the process using sweets and various tools. I 

would like two boys and two girls to volunteer as animals called ‘beakies’.

The beakies will need to catch at least four sweets to survive the day and progress to the 

next round.
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Those who eat enough food will survive and breed, passing their genes onto the next 

generation and undergoing a gradual change over generations.

Supposing we get a mutation – a random genetic change that causes one of the beakies to 

be born with a spoon-bill rather than a chop stick. How will this affect the results?

So the spoon-bill gives the beakie an advantage – it is more likely to survive and breed and 

its offspring will probably have spoon-bills so all beakies may eventually evolve to have 

spoonbills.”

THE CONCLUSION 

  

1. Explanation 

Only those organisms that are well adapted to catching prey will survive to maturity and 

have a chance to breed, passing on their genes to the next generation. Species all evolve 

slowly over many generations, allowing for the survival of the fittest.

2. Useful Questions and Answers

Q) What is evolution?

A) The process by which species gradually change over time due to some being better 

    equipped to survive, passing their genes on to the next generation.

Q) What is a mutation?

A) A random genetic change that creates new characteristics in a species. If this organism 

    is successful at surviving and reproducing then its mutation may be passed on to the 

    next generation.
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